Pahalgam Hotel

Best Heritage Hotel

About Us
Pahalgam - the valley of shepherds is situated at a height of 7200 ft and
is about 100 kms distance from Srinagar (Nearest access to the air port)
sprawling amidst the confluence of river lidder, Pahalgam is Kashmir’s most
popular & picturesque resort.
Pahalgam hotel and pahalgam are synonymous,established in 1931 and
spread in about 2 acres, the hotel has acquired a name for its rejuvenating
ambience, hospitality and a wholesome tasty cuisine. There are 20 suites
and 25 double bedrooms located in different blocks, with a splendid view
of the river lidder and snow clad mountains. Film goers recognize the hotel
instantly as it has been very popular with the industry. A number of movies
have been shot in the hotel itself.
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Facilities
The hotel offers the following:
■■
■■

■■

Heated rooms.

■■

Exclusive furnished rooms having an
enchanting view of the river “LIDDER”
and the snow clad mountains.

■■

Closed circuit colour TV & EPABX
telephone in every room.

■■

■■

Channel Music.

■■

■■

Fridge in every room.

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

24 hrs power backup with generators /
invertors.
The “Dialogue” Conference cum
banquet hall fully equipped with LCD
Projector & P.A System, overlooking the
Pahalgam valley.
“Pine Retreat” Coffee Shop for
beverages & snacks by the bonfire.

“Little Hut Snacks Bar” open air
Bar-be-que.
“Figure & Physique” health club with
Sauna , Steam bath & Gym facilities.
Indoor games: Billiards and table
tennis.
“The Almirah”- Souvenier & Book Shop.
Business Centre equipped with
Computers, Colour copier, Printer,
Scanner with High-Speed internet
access.

■■

Mini Theatre.

■■

Laundry and Dry cleaning facilities.

■■

■■

Café “Log Inn” for coffee & eateries.

Indian, Kashmiri, Continental, Chinese,
Gujrati & Jain multi cuisines.
“Trami” A Special Kashmiri meal with
veg / non veg waza cuisine served in
traditional individual tramis.

The “Troutbeat” for Rainbow Trout
combo meals.

■■

Covered heated swimming pool
(Seasonal).

■■

Car rentals.

“Stone age” Lounge U/R.

■■

Doctor on call.

Arrangements for trekking, sightseeing
and picnics.

U/R - under renovation.
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Tariff 2016-17 (w.e.f 01-04-2016)
American Plan)

The Tari
Double

Rs.

14,500/-

Suite

Rs.

17,000/-

Extr a Person (In a Double / Suite Room)

Rs.

5,000/-

Children 05 to 12 Years (In Parents Room )

Rs.

2,800/-

Children 03 to 05 Years (Meal charges only)

Rs.

900/-

Children below 03 Ye ars
Fixed Lunch / Dinner (For Non Resident Guests)

Free
Rs.

1,500/-

Service charge 10% Taxes as applicable.
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Attractions
Pahalgam a valley of Shepherds is a resort that has at its heart a cascading mountain stream
flanked by the majestic Himalayas. Treks and walks abound in all directions. At Pahalgam, nature at
its finest stretches out in all directions. Pahalgam especially is honeymooner’s paradise.
Around Pahalgam, there are locations which are about a day’s trip away.
Some of the popular ones are:-

Aru
(It is accessible by road) a sleepy village 10 kms from Pahalgam, is a picturesque meadow. One can
see waterfalls on the way. It is also the first step on the way to the world famous Kohlai glacier.
From here one can also trek to Tarsar, Marsar lakes or Sonamarg.

Chandanwari
(16 km away, accessible by road ) is the starting point for the annual Amarnath Yatra. It has a snow
bridge over river Sheshnag. One can sledge over the snow bridge. One can go upto Sheshnag lake
in a days return trek.

Baisaran
(3 kms away, accessible by pony, also motrable ) is a lush green meadow surrounded by thick
forest. One can trek upto Tulian lake from here (a day’s trip).
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Dabian & Kashmir Valley
(accessible by Pony only ) Known as mini Switzerland, it takes you on a hill top with a breath
taking view of the entire valley.

Circut road
(accessible by road ) it is a stretch of 6 Km’s. It takes you through the hutment area. A very
beautiful drive.

Shikergah, and Mahabaleshwar
is an ancient Temple which dates back to 14th century which can be travelled on foot or pony.

Martand Temple
(A days trip by car ) It is one of the three Sun temples in India. A must visit.

Kokernag, Achabal & Verinag
(A day’s trip by car ) A trip to where river Jhelum originates and beautiful gardens along the
countryside.
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Golf
A new 18 hole golf course is coming up which will be one of the most scenic courses with
refreshing view of pine trees. It will be of international standards & on the lines of Royal
Spring golf course Srinagar.

River rafting
Pahalgam offers white water river rafting in the river ‘LIDER” during April to August.

Trout Fishing
Pahalgam is angler’s paradise with brown & rainbow varieties of trout for fishing.
Around the vicinity in Pahalgam one can visit Pahalgam Club which has lovely lawns,
Bobby hut, Poshwan Park which means Garden of flowers & Lavender Park.
Amarnath Pahalgam is also the starting point for darhan to Amarnath cave. It is the
traditional route and it takes about 2 days to complete the jouney either by foot or by
pony.
All arrangements for treks and sightseeing can be made through the hotel itself.
Pahalgam Hotel ensures that your stay will be a memorable one!
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The Mountain Trail Package
The Mountain Trail Package from Kashmir Tours & Packages A Consortim
of the Three best Hotels in the Valley.
Kashmir Tours & Packages is an idea floated by two leading hoteliers from the Kashmir
Valley, namely Pahalgam Hotel Pahalgam and Hotel Highlands Park - Gulmarg. It offers
the best of Kashmir with Hotel The Lalit Grand Palace in Srinagar with years or experience
and expertise. “The Mountain Trail” package is 7 days of adventure and exploring Kashmir.
The valley has inspired poets and enchanted everyone who has witnessed it, drawn
eulogies from monarchs and wonder from the connoisseur, is now yours at its best.
Srinagar with its little bazaars, climb up to the hills where Shankaracharya a 1500 year old
temple is, picturesque Moghul gardens, Dal & Nageen lakes and much more. Pahalgam a
valley of Shepard’s is a resort that has at its heart a cascading mountain stream flanked by
the majestic Himalayas. Treks and walks abound in all directions. At Pahalgam, nature at its
finest stretches out in all directions. At 9000 feet, Gulmarg is almost unbelievable. Nestled
on top of soaring mountains, suddenly, there is the most picture-book meadow your eyes
have ever seen. Gulmarg offers golf, Gondola ride and much more. Kashmir every time you
see it, it seems even more beautiful and enchanting.
The Mountain Trail package includes 2 nights in Srinagar in Hotel The Lalit Grand Palace
on M.A.P. basis, Pahalgam hotel Pahalgam, and Hotel Highlands Park Gulmarg 2 nights
each on A.P. basis and 1 night in a Deluxe House Boat in Dal lake also on A.P. basis. We
offer airport to airport service with all your needs taken care of. Our package includes
airport transfers, welcome drink in all destinations, local sightseeing in Srinagar including
Mughal gardens, Shankaracharya temple, and a shikara ride with a day free for shopping.
Transfers to Pahalgam & Gulmarg by taxies, a pony ride and a gondola ride in Pahalgam &
Gulmarg respectively.
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The Mountain Trail Package:
Rates for the packages will be given on application.
Reservations or any other enquiries can be done through your travel agent, or contact us
directly:
Pahalgam Hotel
Pahalgam, Kashmir
Ph:
91-1936-243252/3137
Mobile: 91-9419045057
91-9906824941
Fax:
91-1936-243267
Email: info@pahalgamhotel.com

■■

For any changes in the itinerary, difference in rates if applicable will be charged.

■■

Itinerary will be at the discretion of Kashmir Tours & Packages.

■■

Rates can be changed without any further notice.

■■

■■

Toyota Innova vehicle will be provided in the package. For upgrading a difference will
be charged.
No credit facility available.
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Contact Us:
Telephone: 91-1936-243252
91-1936-243137
Mobile:
91-9419045057
91-9906824941
Fax:
91-1936-243267
Email:
info@pahalgamhotel.com

